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Welcome
AN INTRODUCTION
Thank you for choosing me to capture your everlasting
memories to hang on your wall and enjoy for many years to
come. In the following guide, you will find out how to prepare
for your session, investment, and what to expect from the
session itself and afterwards.

Each session is different, because each and every client (and
their horse) is different! I want to tell your story about you and
your horse, and what makes it special. Are they as good as a
friend, a family member or a colleague? So this means I plan on
working with you all throughout the process from start to finish
to ensure that I can create the memories that speak best to you.

I have two different specialist areas when horses are concerned.
Firstly is natural light creating soft timeless candid moments.
Secondly are my studio lit portraits which are bold and beautiful,
and perfect to highlight the most loved characteristics of your
horse.
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Who is Katie?
Hi, I’m Katie Mortimore, I’ve been a professional equine photographer for several years now & a horse addict
since before I could walk. Horses are my life & therefore photographing them came as a second nature to me.

Aside from photographing horses I also love competing & have dabbled in most of the main disciplines, in
addition to a few of the more unusual, to a reasonable affiliated level, & therefore understand what makes
aesthetically pleasing images to a horse owner, & most importantly how to achieve them.

I am a fun, easy going individual that doesn’t believe in undue stress. Almost any problem has a solution with a
bit of creative thinking! This way of thinking perfectly compliments my natural candid style & allows my clients
to be at ease and throughout my sessions. No stiff awkward posing just a fun memorable experience.

My photography has developed in recent years
& I have most recently concentrated on work
encompassed by my more fine art style, where I
feel I have far more creative freedom. This has
resulted in me being shortlisted for the 2017 &
2018 Fine Art Photographer of the year awards
for my equine work.

Sci-fi geek,

AVERAGE SNOWBOARDER,

ALRIGHT PAINTER,

mediocre baker,

eventing addict, Army Wife

& PROUD MUM!
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Natural Light or Studio lit?
Often a tough choice for clients is which session type to choose. There is the option to have a combination of
both within your session, but most will choose one style as they are actually quite different. But if in doubt
take a read of the following to assist you in making your choice.

Natural Light
My aim from a Natural light session is to create images which have a lovely soft timeless feel. These sessions
are perfect for showcasing your relationship with your horse and also the chosen location be that fields, woods,
beaches, courtyards or even country lanes. Depending on what you would like to achieve from the session we
can incorporate photos with and without you into the session. The session can be structured to concentrate on
traditional portraits (bottom right) or take on a more fine art feel concentrating on your horse (bottom left).

Studio Lit
In contrast to the soft images of Natural Light sessions my studio lit sessions produce bold beautiful images.
There are also two sub session types within studio lit, firstly partially lit sessions which are a hybrid of
natural light, using strobe lighting to enhance an outdoor setting (top right). Secondly are my low key black
background sessions, these are best for horses only (as my dramatic lighting techniques are not the most
flattering for human models!), so perfect if you want your horse to be the focal point of the session (middle
right). Low Key sessions are also ideal if you are very limited with locations. Although I can work in natural
light with most environments, if without scenic options there is almost always somewhere to have a studio
lit session.
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Spring, Summer, Autumn or Winter?
The common request from most customers is that they want a summer session but there are many reasons
why this isn’t always the best choice. Below I give some of the advantages and disadvantages of each season
so you can make up your mind of which is best for you.

Spring - Pretty and beautiful. Often fly free if early enough. Some fabulous colours of wild flowers and budding
trees, never mind actual green grass, and stunning fields of crops (which last into summer). Weather can be
rather unpredictable though, and mud may well still be present. Horses’ coats can be in transitional periods of
defluffing, but this can be almost completely negated if fully clipped. Oh and did I mention the flowers including
bluebells!?

Summer - Weather can be more predictable and generally warmer, also horses’ coats generally at their best.
Fabulous late evening sunsets and more crop fields. Big disadvantages include harsh light for the majority of the
day due to high sun, and then there is also the problem of flies! They are not just a pain to remove from photos
but they irritate both you and your horse. If a hot summer grass also likely to be scorched and yellow.

Autumn - AWESOME Autumnal colours, I really can’t rate them enough. Beautiful sunsets. Potentially horses’
coats changing to fluffy so being clipped an advantage. Mud and unpredictable weather are possibilities!

Winter - Weather can be dire and chilly at times, and horses’ coats fluffy if unclipped. Also almost certainly mud
in areas so locations will have to be chosen wisely. BUT BUT BUT BUT AMAZING light almost all day due to the
lower sun. NO flies and chillier temperatures mean you can layer some amazing outfits without passing out with
heat stroke. Potential for snow and stunning crisp frosty mornings what more is there to love!

Winter
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“ I would happily recommend
Katie to anyone, she is a lovely,
natural and creative person to
work with” - Olivia

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM YOUR SESSION
I always suggest booking your date at least one

Before your session we will have a consultation

month in advance, but often further ahead to help

session normally in person, by phone or by Skype,

ensure I am available on your requested date.

although alternative arrangements can be put

Please note my sessions take place on weekdays

in place if required. This consultation will be to

during normal working hours, for this reason

ensure we are aligned on the session aims, you’re

school holiday periods are naturally busier times

clear on necessary preparations, and that we have

so are booked up further in advance. Weekend

access to suitable locations.

availability is extremely rare and cannot be
A few days prior to the session I will be in contact

guaranteed.

to confirm final details and to have a weather check
After requesting a date I will send you a contract

in! I will discuss more about possible weather

and booking fee invoice which must be paid and

complications later in this guide.

signed within 48 hours to hold your date. Once
the date is confirmed I will forward a link to a

On the day of the session on arrival firstly I will

questionnaire so I can construct a clear plan for

take the time to meet you and get to know your

your session. The questionnaire will clarify what

horse(s), whilst also taking the opportunity, if not

style of images you are looking for from your

already done so, to scope out the exact locations

session, and what locations we have available to

that we will use for the session. If a studio lit

achieve that. These answers are not set in stone so

session I will also set up my lighting equipment in

please don’t worry if you change your mind, but

the chosen location. We will also take a final look

they are a great starting point to ensure we achieve

at your clothing choices, if there are to be outfit

the best from your session.

changes, and discuss what order they will be worn.
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Natural

light

sessions

are

very

relaxed

with

unlikely event I feel there may be a safety concern

no awkward posing. I will concentrate on the

we will change round plans and ideas and potentially

relationship between you and your horse, to the

come back to where we were later in the session.

point you should quickly forget I’m even taking your
photo! We will work through the various location

After

and outfit options and you can take time to laugh

approximately 2 weeks. I do though normally share

at me as I adopt various amusing stances to get ‘the

a sneak peek image within 48 hours of the session

shot’, it’s almost guaranteed at some point I will

via social media, unless a surprise session, or

end up on the floor.

requested otherwise.

Studio lit sessions start with a period of staged

Due to the time I put into editing my final images,

desensitisation for the horse to the lighting. This

unless the full gallery is purchased in advance

can vary in time from a few seconds up to about 10

the initial gallery will be a proofing gallery. I will

minutes for the most sensitive horses. The sessions

email a link to this gallery, which will be password

themselves are very loosely structured as it depends

protected as standard. Additional further editing

on the reactions of the individual horse. We will

will then be carried out on selected images before

agree in advance any particular poses you would like

purchased images are printed or delivered digitally.

me to try and achieve and concentrate on these. If

This additional editing, depending on volume, can

a fabulously well behaved poser of a horse then we

take up to an additional 2 weeks from the point of

can often work through lots of option and try out

selection.

the

session

editing

normally

takes

some more ‘creative’ ideas as well.
I am happy to meet in person to assist you in your
Don’t worry if your horse misbehaves, it’s normal!

final selection, or you can utilise your online gallery.

Also I have various techniques to help keep them

Delivery of the products varies by product and a

relaxed and also to get them ‘smiling’. In the

guide will be advised at time of ordering.
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“Thoroughly professional, insanely talented,
great knack of coming up with bespoke ideas
and makes everyone feel completely at ease - I
couldn’t recommend any more highly!” - Louise
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Investment

£100 booking fee to hold date on calendar. Balance due 7 days prior to
session. Payment plans are available.
All sessions include:
Pre session Consultation (by phone, skype or in person location dependent)
Session Fee
Travel within 30 miles travel radius of Tidworth, Wiltshire
Hand Retouching & Editing of Final Images
Personal Use Print Release
Wardrobe assistance
Delivery of Products

Natural Light

Studio Lit

Amber Collection
Includes:
2 hour session
Up to 4 outfit changes
£60 Product Credit
£250

Jasmine Collection
Includes:
45-60 minute session
Up to 1 outfit change
£60 Product Credit
£250

The Daytime Collection
Includes as per Amber Collection & in
addition:
7x5” Mounted Print Box
10 Full Size Digital Images
£500

The Twilight Collection
Includes as per Jasmine Collection & in
addition:
7x5” Mounted Print Box
5 Full Size Digital Images
£400

The Complete Natural Collection
Includes as per Daytime & in addition:
18x12” Canvas
Go Book 30 Page Album
All Full Size Digital Images on USB
£1250

The Complete Studio Collection
Includes as per Daytime & in addition:
18x12” Canvas
Go Book 20 Page Album
All Full Size Digital Images on USB
£1100

Ultimate Collection
Includes:
2 hour Natural Light session
AND
45 Minute Studio Lit session
Multiple outfit changes
12x8” Mounted Print Box
30x20” Canvas
Young 30 Page Album
All Full Size Digital Images
£1700
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A La Carte Products

All digital images purchased include a personal print licence which allows you to print as many copies as you so wish, and to share digitally or in print with friends and family for personal (not commercial) use. Please note the licence does not permit any further editing to take place to the images
by anyone other than myself without prior consent. If you have any specific requests regarding the
editing please just ask, as I try to be as accommodating as possible.
If you do choose to print the images yourself, I always suggest using a professional print lab (such
as the one available through my galleries) and not a high street print provider, and especially not
instant printers, as you will be disappointed by the quality due to the limited ink selection these
printers use. Please note all single prints I supply unless stated otherwise are printed on archival
standard fine art papers.
Please note any print purchased from myself also includes a free social media sized digital copy
which is also suitable to print up to 9x6”. (Multiple aperture prints where individual images are
smaller than 9x6” in dimension are not included)
Any orders placed within 30 days of the proofing gallery being delivered receive a 10% discount

Fine Art Matte
Prints

Prints smaller than 14x11” (including mount) will be packaged
within gift boxes. Larger prints
will be rolled and placed within
postal tubes to prevent damage

Mounted
7x5” - £25
12x8” - £45

Albums

30x20cm GoBook 20 Page
Album & box
Starting from £500
30x20cm 30 page Young
Album & Box
Starting from £550
Smaller duplicates
Starting from £150

Unmounted
7x5”
10 - £120
20 - £200

Framed Prints

Bespoke Hand Framed Prints
Available in a range of sizes
and finishes. Including
multiple aperture mounts
Details on request

Other Products
Acrylic Block
3x2” - £30
6x4” - £40

Wall Art

Canvas - 1.5” depth
12x8” - £100
12x12” - £110
18x12” - £150
24x16” - £220
30x20” - £250

12x8”
10 - £280
20 - £500
Larger Sizes
14x10” - £40
16x12” - £75
18x12” - £100
24x16” - £175
30x20” - £200

Multi Canvas Image Display
24x24” - £350

Mounted Print
Boxes

Acrylic Print
12x8” - £200
12x12” - £220
18x12” - £300
24x16” - £400
30x20” - £450

6 x 7x5” (Mounts 10x8”) &
Box
£130

Multi Image Poster Print
28x20” (35 images) - £80
40x28” (140 images) - £125

10 x 12x8” (Mounts 14x11”)
& Box
£360

Multi Aperture Mouted
Framed Print
44x16” - £350

8x8cm Glass Coaster
1 - £15
6 - £70

Digital Images
Social media (prints to
9x6”)
1 - £10
5- £40
10 - £70
All (studio) - £180
All (natural light) - £200
Full Sized
1 - £40
5- £160
10 - £280
All studio (20+) - £350
All natural light (50+) -£450
All (dual shoot) - £550

Other Sizes & formats available on request
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Cherish &Trash The Dress

Were you disappointed that you couldn’t include your horse on your wedding day? Or
did they attend and you were disappointed with what photos you were able to get? Or do
you just need an excuse to get your wedding dress out again?
The perfect answer to all these questions is a trash or cherish the dress session. It doesn’t
matter if your wedding was last week or 10 years or more ago, these can be incredible
sessions to make some amazing moments. Oh and you can get your partner involved to!
Locations can vary, we could potentially return to your wedding venue, choose somewhere scenic or somewhere important to you. The location doesn’t have to appear special
though. As I explain in my location section earlier in this guide I can work with almost
all locations.
To prepare for your session in addition to the preparation of a normal session I strongly
advise desensitising your horse to a dress, especially if you intend to have mounted photos. This though does not necessarily mean putting your dress on prior to the session. A
good option is to get a bed sheet or two, and tuck them in to your breeches’ waistband to
create a skirt. Practice mounting (making sure you have someone to assist you) and also
riding. It can be difficult to mount especially if your dress has a large under skirt, and
horses can take objection. They also create a different sensation on the horse’s back than
a rug does so riding with a sheet can allow them to get used to the feeling. Using a sheet
tucked in works well as if there are any issues you should be able to quickly and safely
pull the sheet away.
It is important to note though that the cut of your dress will massively effect whether you
will be able to mount. Anything without a full skirt at least below the hips will be a total
no. If tight around the hips and then a full skirt then the dress can sometimes be pulled
up to give enough movement to allow you to mount but there may be limitations as to
correcting any bunching in photoshop afterwards depending on the dress.
I always suggest if intending to have ridden photos to wear at the very minimum thick
tights or more preferably leggings or breeches and riding boots under your dress. In addition to being far more comfortable for you it will also allow you to ride far more confidently and securely.
The best time to have these sessions are before you get your dress dry cleaned after your
wedding, because no matter how hard you try you will pick up a few bits of dirt especially
on the hem unless a short dress. Don’t worry if it has a few stains most I can make disappear when editing the images. If in doubt send me a photo and I can advise if it would
be an issue.
To complete the look of a cherish the dress session, I can organise for your hair and make
up to be done by wedding professionals. My wedding work means I have a wide network
of excellent contacts covering the South of England and beyond. In addition I am also able
to organise flowers both bouquets for you, and garlands for your horse. These can either
be made to match your wedding day flowers, or any colour scheme you wish. I will even
organise the delivery which means you only need to worry about being pampered on the
day itself.
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Never Blame The Weatherman!

The British weather is unpredictable at best and it likes to provide challenges!

For studio lit sessions, if there is somewhere undercover available, weather isn’t an issue. But
if shooting outside there can be weather related complications. Personally I actually love what
a bit of rain can create for studio sessions (see below!). The more problematic weather is bright
sunshine especially near midday in summer as there will be very little shade to utilise to create low key black background images. But with some creative wizardry I can normally find a
solution.
For natural light sessions my ideal is some high cloud or an overcast day which will diffuse
harsh sunlight to create lovely even portraits. Rain can lead to some wonderfully creative photos
but is more apt for a fine art horse only session, unless you fancy getting a bit wet! If it is bright
sunlight, especially mid day in summer, I will normally go in search of shade, but if sufficient
shade isn’t available we will need to work with what we have. Where possible I can use artificial light and clever angles to help reduce the harsh shadows that such light creates (see right).
In an attempt to negate issues cause by bright sunshine and in search of the best light possible
I like to organise sessions for either soon after sunrise, or before sunset. This is because of the
magical golden hours. For approximately an hour after sunrise and an hour before sunset there
is gorgeous soft orange glowing light. To get technical it’s due to the rays of the low sun travelling through more atmospheric gases than normal due to the low angle. What is important to
me though is the amazing light, I have no need for cloud cover during golden hour!
So what happens if it does rain? I always keep a close eye on the forecast, and during our catch
up a few days prior to the session will discuss with you the options in the event of forecasted
adverse weather. As long as it’s not raining or snowing heavily the session can often go ahead
as planned with just potentially some adjustments to the session’s timings to avoid the most
uncertain times. If the forecast is not looking accommodating then I am happy to reschedule
the session to another day.
If it snows I currently don’t own a 4x4 so may well need to postpone unless a 4x4 driver is
available to safely transport me to your location. I do LOVE a snow session though so I will attempt where possible to arrange transport if it is also safe at your end.
It is for these reasons I only schedule one session a day except in rare circumstances. I want to
be flexible to ensure we can utilise the best conditions on your day without being rushed.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Do you offer weekend or evening sessions?
The vast majority of my sessions take place Monday to Friday during normal working hours.
On some occasions I can offer early morning or evening sessions to take advantage of longer
summer days but this is subject to availability and travel distance.
Do you charge for travel?
Yes I do. All session prices include a 60 mile travel distance (30 miles return) from my home
town of Tidworth, any distance beyond this is charged at 50p per mile travelled. For example if
you are 40 miles away this would be an additional 10 miles travelled in both directions so £10
total travel charge.
Can I have the RAW files of an/every image you take from my session?
Generally I never release RAW files or all images. I will include every image in the proofing
gallery that I feel you would want to see. Because of the amount of time, care and dedication I
put into editing each image, and that each image I take is potentially a public representation of
my work I do not supply unedited RAW images, nor permit any additional editing of supplied
images. I am though totally happy to discuss personal editing preferences with you to ensure
you receive the images you want as far as reasonably possible.
I am unfortunately having to have my horse put to sleep, are you able to accommodate last
minute requests and what if they are lame?
Knowing how hard it is to lose a horse, wherever possible I do try and help accommodate such
requests to ensure you have those lasting memories, so please do give me a call even if the same
day, even if I am unable I may be able to recommend someone else locally who may be able to
assist. Even if your horse is lame there are options. As long as they can leave the stable safely
even just a very short distance then a studio lit session should be possible. If they are 100% box
bound then a head shot session may be possible.
I want bareback mounted shots is that ok?
Potentially yes. I always evaluate every session for safety concerns. Clients wishing to ride
mounted without a hard hat do so entirely at their own risk. If I have any safety concerns then
I will decline to take certain images (bareback or otherwise) and even stop the session until
satisfied for the safety of all individuals and equines involved.
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I have more than 1 horse is that ok?
Yes I have no restrictions on horse numbers just be aware the more there are the less time that
can be dedicated to each horse. Please contact me to discuss your requirements in more detail
and we can put together a bespoke session accordingly if required.
Can I involve my friends, family or even other pets?
Yes you can, I am happy to include other people in sessions without issue, just make sure to
advise me in advance (I ask in my pre session questionnaire) so that the session can be best
structured accordingly. Please note as with additional horses, time will be a limiting factor and
if there are several additions it may be best to put together a bespoke session.
Will my horse be ok with studio lighting?
Most horses are absolutely fine with the lighting. I follow a desensitisation procedure with
every horse and the vast majority will be good to progress within just a minute or two, and
almost all within about 10 minutes at most. I work hard to ensure the horse stays calm and
happy throughout.
Do you need power sockets as my location doesn’t have an electricity supply?
No my lights are completely portable with power packs attached so they can be carried to any
location!
When will I get to see my photos?
A sneak peek image will normally be provided within 48 hours. Afterwards a proofing gallery
will be ready normally within 2 weeks of your session unless advised otherwise. These photos
will be edited but without any major photoshop work, which will be completed after you have
made your final selection.
How many photos will I get to choose from from my session?
There is no set number of images that you will receive. I am very much a believer or quality
over quantity though so you will not receive every image I take. The final number will also depend on how your horse behaves, how many locations and outfit changes there are. As a general guide from a studio lit session I would normally expect approximately 20+ images, from
a natural light session 50+.
What editing will you do?
I as a rule don’t edit the people or horses within a session unless removing something that isn’t
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permanent. For example I will happily remove a spot or some slobber on your sleeve. I would
also edit out any scrapes or patches your horse may have, especially an older horse that may
be a bit ‘moth eaten’ and you would like to be back looking their best. I do though often edit
backgrounds. Fencing, signs, cars and similar can within reason all be made to disappear if unavoidable during the session. I can depending on the photo remove ropes and even headcollars
but I can’t guarantee this until processing the individual images.
For fine art sessions I may often go that bit further to give the clean stylised look I aim for, but
this will always be done in consultation with yourself as the client.
Do you provide photos in colour and black and white?
I normally work through a gallery and try and see how I believe images will look best. If an
image stands out as needing to be in black and white I will edit it as such. Often I will provide
clients with a colour and a black and white option to an image. If though I haven’t provided a
photo in both options and you would like to see it in the other than please just ask. I should
mention it isn’t as simple as just desaturating an image to convert it as I carefully edit each
image looking at contrast and colour balances hence why I don’t give all images in both options
as a default.
How do I view my photos?
When the proofing gallery is ready I will provide a link to a private gallery on my website. The
gallery will be password protected, the password for which will only be provided to you. If
preferred I’m happy to conduct a private viewing session whereby I will travel to your home to
share the images with you. Images will be shown on my laptop on iPad, or alternatively if you
have a smart TV with USB access the images can be viewed on the TV.
Can I order some photos now and others later in the future?
In a word yes! I plan as far as possible never to delete photos and where possible will keep a
digital record as long as possible, although do not provide any guarantees beyond 6 months.
This means that if you decide any time later in the future that you would like to order more
photos, even if several years down the line then I should be able to accommodate your request.
Please note their may be an unarchiving fee depending on time scale involved.
Can friends and family buy images?
Yes, anyone who you provide the password to your gallery to can purchase images. Please note
that to protect privacy the gallery password will only be provided to the client who can then
choose which friends and family to share it with.
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How do I receive my digital images?
If you order your complete gallery then images will be provided via the finished gallery and
also on USB by post. Otherwise images will be sent by a file transfer system such as Wetransfer
How do I pick my favourites?
The online gallery has a ‘favourites’ option that allows you to choose your favourite images
which is a great way of narrowing down and making your final choices. You simply need to
click the ‘heart’ icon on an image and when prompted create an account on the site.
Can you help me choose?
Yes, I can happily assist you with your decisions. Both in which images to chose and which
products will best compliment the images in your home. This can be best achieved with a private viewing session so you can also see first hand prodct samples.
Can I see product samples?
Yes, I keep samples of almost all my products so you can see the quality of the finished products
first hand.
When will my finished products arrive?
This will depend on which products you order and the time of year. Some products, namely the
albums, can take up to 6 weeks to be manufactured as they are hand made in Italy.
Can I buy someone a session?
Yes I offer gift vouchers to cover sessions, products or monetary values.
Do you offer payment plans?
Yes, I believe in making my photography as accessible as possible and appreciate some of my
products may be out of reach for some customers ordinarily. For that reason I offer payment
plans for both products and sessions. For sessions the booking fee must be paid to secure the
date, and then the balance can be paid in instalments before the due date 7 days prior to the
session. Products can be paid for in instalments over a period of up to 6 months with the products being ordered from my suppliers once the final payment is received.
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w: www.KatieMortimore.com
e: Katie@KatieMortimore.com
p: 07813075277

